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Alejandro Basterrechea
● Head of Procurement Operations (Indirect Procurement)

● Responsible for procurement digitalization, strategic tail 

spend management, data analytics and governance 

Introduction
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Supply Base 
Knowledge

Market 
Intelligence

Legal 
Environment

Financials & 
Cash

No matter how mature our organization is, we have access to...
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Legal

Accounting

Tax
Engineering

IT

Suppliers

…...
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What you don't see

What you see

Reality

So….why is Data so important?
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Workforce of 
the future

(Big) Data 
Workplace like 

homeplace
Technology
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Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning

Process 
Mining

Advanced Analytics
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The right 
people

The right 
technology

The right vision, 
mindset & culture
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Dependency

R
is

k

Short term                                         Mid term                                                   Long term

Supplier 
Management

Availability 
before cost

Ensure 
Business 
Continuity

Consolidate 
Supplier 

base

Leverage 
Procurement

Rethink 
business 

model

Lessons Learned: Procurement during Covid19

Global 
Sourcing

Risk
Management 

Contract 
ManagementBundle
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1. Data is key - you can only control what you can see!

2. Crisis time is procurement time - use the crisis to get a seat at the table!

3. After the crisis is before the next crisis - get stronger out of the situation!

4. Every challenge is an opportunity - use the crisis to leverage procurement!

5. Remote work is disruptive - take the chance to digitized and eliminate 

unnecessary processes!



16.06.2020 Oliver Beye, UKH
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